Abstract-We present the MSP-IMPROV corpus, a multimodal emotional database, where the goal is to have control over lexical content and emotion while also promoting naturalness in the recordings. Studies on emotion perception often require stimuli with fixed lexical content, but that convey different emotions. These stimuli can also serve as an instrument to understand how emotion modulates speech at the phoneme level, in a manner that controls for coarticulation. Such audiovisual data are not easily available from natural recordings. A common solution is to record actors reading sentences that portray different emotions, which may not produce natural behaviors. We propose an alternative approach in which we define hypothetical scenarios for each sentence that are carefully designed to elicit a particular emotion. Two actors improvise these emotion-specific situations, leading them to utter contextualized, non-read renditions of sentences that have fixed lexical content and convey different emotions. We describe the context in which this corpus was recorded, the key features of the corpus, the areas in which this corpus can be useful, and the emotional content of the recordings. The paper also provides the performance for speech and facial emotion classifiers. The analysis brings novel classification evaluations where we study the performance in terms of inter-evaluator agreement and naturalness perception, leveraging the large size of the audiovisual database.
Actors have played an important role in the study of emotions. Most of the early emotional corpora were recorded from actors (e.g., Berlin database of emotional speech [7] , emotional prosody speech and transcripts [8] , and the Danish Emotional Speech Database [9] ). While desirable from the viewpoint of providing controlled recordings, the research community has shifted toward natural databases. However, as highlighted by Douglas-Cowie et al. [10] , many of the problems associated with acted recordings are not the use of actors per se, but the methodology used to elicit emotions (e.g., lack of interaction dialogs, read instead of conversational speech, lack of context). Most of the acted databases were recorded by actors or na€ ıve speakers reading isolated sentences, words or sounds portraying given emotions. These recordings usually provide prototypical behaviors that do not represent the emotional expressions that we expect to observe in real applications [10] , [11] , [12] .
Our work [13] , [14] and that of other researchers [15] , [16] , [17] , [18] have argued that using actors is still a valid approach to study emotions. The key is to explore better elicitation techniques rooted in different acting styles and theater theory which provide a viable research methodology for studying human emotions [13] , [17] . In this paper, we explore this option through the MSP-IMPROV corpus. The elicitation approach for the MSP-IMPROV corpus is designed to satisfy the aforementioned requirements (fixed lexical content across emotions), while keeping the recordings as natural and spontaneous as possible. To balance the tradeoff between natural expressive interactions and controlled conditions, we implement a novel recording paradigm that approaches the naturalness found in unsolicited human speech. The approach consists of creating different conversational scenarios (one per emotion) that two actors improvise in dyadic interactions. The novelty of the approach is that these scenarios are designed such that the actors can utter a sentence with fixed lexical content during the improvised dialog that expresses the target emotion (we refer to these utterances as target sentences). We capitalize on the context provided by the stories to elicit the target emotion, while maintaining the fixed lexical content required by our experimental framework. By recording the entire improvisation, not just target sentences, the actors have the flexibility to introduce emotional behaviors during their dyadic performance that are closer to "real" emotions observed in natural conversations. As the perceptual evaluation indicates, this approach provides recordings that are perceived as more natural than read renditions.
The focus of this paper is the introduction of the MSP-IMPROV corpus, describing the context in which it was recorded, the key features of the corpus, the areas where this corpus can be useful, and the emotional content of the recordings. We have recorded six sessions (three hours each) from 12 actors, collecting 652 target sentences containing lexical content that meets the aforementioned criteria. In addition to the target sentences, crucial for the project's goals, we also collect and segment all the turns during the improvisation that led to the target sentences (Other -improvised), plus all the interactions between the actors during breaks (Natural interaction), resulting in a unique emotional database with 7,818 conversational interaction turns (9 hours of audiovisual data). The emotional content of the turns was evaluated in terms of categorical labels and dimensional attributes. Each turn was annotated by at least five subjects using a crowdsourcing-based approach [19] . We present detailed analysis of the emotional content of the corpus.
While the motivation for the MSP-IMPROV corpus is emotion perception, the large size of the audiovisual database and the number of evaluations per sentence are important contributions in other areas of affective computing including emotion recognition. We evaluate the performance of speech and facial emotion classifiers using the emotional labels as ground truth. The evaluation includes classification performance for all the data, and for each of the individual portions of the corpus (Target -improvised, Target -read, Other -improvised, Natural interaction). In addition, the analysis also brings novel classification evaluations where we study the performance in terms of inter-evaluator agreement and naturalness perception.
We organize the rest of the paper as follows. Section 2 gives an overview of existing databases. We describe the important role that the MSP-IMPROV database can have in the context of existing corpora. Section 3 explains the design, collection and post processing steps of the corpus. Section 4 explains the perceptual evaluation process to collect categorical and attribute-based annotations. This section also analyzes the emotional content of the corpus. Section 5 presents the results of automatic emotion classifiers using speech features. This section also explores classification performance in terms of agreement between evaluation and perceived naturalness. Section 6 concludes the study with discussion, potential uses of this corpus, and final remarks.
RELATED WORK
Emotional databases play a key role in the study of affective computing. Reviews about emotional databases are given by Douglas-Cowie et al. [10] , El Ayadi et al. [20] , and Ververidis and Kotropoulos [21] . This section overviews techniques to record emotional databases, emphasizing the role of recordings collected by actors.
Acted versus Natural Databases
Most recent efforts have focused on the recording of natural human interactions. The main benefit of these corpora is the genuine emotional behaviors captured by these approaches, which are difficult to elicit with acted recording. Devillers et al. [12] discussed the challenges of real-life emotions highlighting the differences from archetypal emotions from acted recordings. Batliner et al. [11] argued that the classification performances achieved with acted recordings are not representative of the accuracies that are obtained in real-applications. They argued that natural recordings are needed to improve performance in real applications. This conclusion is supported by Douglas-Cowie et al. [10] , who emphasized that recordings in databases should reflect the emotional behaviors found in real human interactions.
Some natural databases exploit existing recordings from television, web-content or actual applications. An example is the Vera Am Mittag (VAM) audiovisual database, which consists of recordings from a German television program, during which couples discussed their problems [22] . Other similar approaches include databases consisting of videos from the web [23] , [24] , [25] , and call center recordings [26] , [27] . The main challenges in these recordings are privacy/ copyright issues, and the lack of control over the settings (microphones, frontal views of the subjects, and background noise). An alternative approach to mitigate these limitations is to elicit emotional reactions from participants using more controlled settings. Examples include recordings of kids interacting with robots [28] , using wizard of oz (WOZ) methods during human-machine interaction [29] , [30] , [31] , [32] , requesting the subjects to recall personal emotional experiences [33] , inducing emotions with sensitive artificial listener (SAL) [34] , having collaborative tasks between participants [35] , and recording the reactions of individuals watching emotional videos [36] . Additionally, Tcherkassof et al. [37] and Sneddon et al. [38] used various computer tasks to elicit natural facial behaviors.
While natural corpora are key resources to the community, many interesting research questions require more controlled conditions. In particular, studies on emotion perception usually require stimuli with fixed lexical information. These studies can systematically rely on acted recordings to satisfy the requirements imposed by the given research questions. Since the goal is to understand how people perceive displays of emotion, it is less problematic that these displays are acted. Furthermore, we argue that even for emotion recognition, acted databases offer complementary information to natural recordings [39] . The context in which the natural recordings are collected dictates the spectrum of emotional behaviors on the corpora, which are often limited. For example, the VAM database is biased toward negative emotions. In contrast, acted recordings provide diversified and balanced emotional behaviors that can be difficult to achieve using the aforementioned natural elicitation approaches. Scherer [16] argued that display rules regulate the emotions that people are willing to express in human interaction. Therefore, even natural recordings may not provide a good representation of the 'true' felt emotion. In contrast, the study suggested that acted recordings offer the experimental control required to address important open questions [15] .
Elicitation Approaches for Acted Databases
The use of acting styles and theater theory can mitigate the elicitation of exaggerated behaviors that do not represent the natural expressive behaviors observed in real human interactions. Acting methods such as the one proposed by Stanislavsky [40] suggest that actors should develop an action for a particular script. By developing the personality and elements to achieve their action, the actors are expected to elicit believable behaviors [17] . This goal-oriented performance was explored in the collection of the USC-CreativeIT Database [41] . The actors interacted during dyadic interactions, using an approach inspired by active analysis methodology [40] . The approach is called "two-sentence-exercise", where each actor was allowed to use only one sentence ("marry me" and "I'll think about it") during their improvisation, which lasts a few minutes. The flow of the interaction was influenced by a specific verb given to the actors (e.g., confront versus deflect). Appraisal theory indicates that emotions are elicited as a result of an individual's assessment of his/her surrounding environment, events or situations [42] . Therefore, we can collect more realistic acted data by carefully designing protocols where the emotions are naturally elicited following the flow of the interaction -as suggested by these acting techniques. Enos and Hirschberg [17] argued that acted databases can provide natural realistic emotions provided they are recorded using suitable elicited scenarios. The IEMOCAP database is an example of such a corpus, where in each session two actors participated in scripted and improvised scenarios [14] .
There are interesting studies that have used contextual information to record their corpora from actors. Lefter et al. [43] used hypothetical scenarios to record stressful conditions at a service desk. Two participants improvised the scenarios. In contrast to our work, there was no lexical constraint in the recording. Some studies have used elicitation methods similar to our proposed approach. Cao et al. [44] instructed the actor to express a target emotion while reading a sentence. They used a director who provided scenarios to help the actors to achieve their goal. Some of the actors used personal experience to elicit the emotions. Banse and Scherer [18] and Martin et al. [45] asked actors to utter target sentences, where a scenario was presented for each sentence to elicit different emotional reactions. In contrast to our approach, these studies included a single speaker performing only the target sentences. The proposed approach presents the following advantages: (a) the use of dyadic interaction to record target sentences with fixed lexical content (previous studies only used monologues), and (b) the recording of the entire scenario, not just target sentences (other studies have only collected the target sentence). Dyadic interactions allow actors to elicit natural emotions responding to the flow of hypothetical scenarios. By recording the entire improvisation, not just target sentences, the actors have the flexibility to introduce emotional behaviors during their performance that are closer to "real" emotions observed in natural conversations.
THE MSP-IMPROV DATABASE
The MSP-IMPROV is an acted audiovisual database that explores emotional behaviors during conversational dyadic improvisations. The corpus, which will be made available to the community, fills a gap in the study of emotion perception as few emotional corpora have been collected specifically for perceptual studies (important exceptions are the GEMEP [46] and CREMA-D [47] databases). This section describes the elicitation technique (Section 3.1), the setup used to collect the corpus (Section 3.2), and the post-processing steps (Section 3.3).
Collecting Target Sentences with Dyadic Improvisation
We design the MSP-IMPROV corpus to elicit emotional behaviors with fixed lexical content, but that convey different emotions, which are referred to as target sentences. Having stimuli where we have control over lexical content and emotion provides an opportunity to explore interesting questions. For example, the database will allow us to better understand the interplay between audiovisual modalities in the expression of emotions, the importance of which was highlighted in our previous studies [1] , [2] , [48] , [49] . The comparison of sentences with fixed lexical content, but that convey different emotions, allows us to explore speech and facial emotion expression production strategies. This will enable the identification of primary and secondary multimodal cues that are perceptually important. One of the long-term goals of this project is to develop new insight into emotion perception by creating stimuli where we reduce the correlation that exists between facial and vocal expressions of emotion. This allows us to have greater insight into how each channel affects perception. We accomplish this goal through the creation of emotional stimuli with congruent and conflicting audio-visual emotional expressions (e.g., a video with happy facial expressions, but angry speech) [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] . By fixing the lexical content in the MSP-IMPROV corpus, we will be able to create conflicting stimuli by aligning sentences using resampling and interpolation techniques [6] .
It is important to record the target sentences using elicitation techniques that produce behaviors that are as natural and spontaneous as possible, while meeting the requirements of fixed lexical content (as opposed to read renditions, which are likely to produce prototypical emotions that differ from natural expressive behaviors). We build upon the approach presented by Martin et al. [45] , in which a scenario that is carefully designed to elicit a given emotion is provided to the actors. Note that for each target sentence, the approach requires different scenarios to elicit different emotions. In Martin et al. [45] , the subjects were asked to act only target sentences in monologue recordings. Instead, we record 30 to 60 second dyadic improvisation dialogs. We instruct the actors to utter the target sentences during the improvisation. We hypothesize that the production of the target sentences using this approach is more natural and genuine than read, monologue recordings, since the emotions are elicited as dictated by the scenario's context during spontaneous improvisation between two actors. The study focuses on three basic emotions corresponding to happiness, sadness, and anger. We also include neutrality. These categories are the most common emotional classes used in related studies.
We designed 20 target sentences with one hypothetical scenario per emotion (20 sentences Â 4 emotions = 80 scenarios). The sentences were selected from the same list used in our previous recordings [48] , which included phonetically balanced sentences. We selected 20 sentences with the following criteria: the sentences should be generic enough to design appropriate scenarios to trigger the target emotions; and, the sentences should include short and long utterances for the perceptual study (perceiving emotional cues from short stimuli without context is a challenging task even without any mismatch).
After creating the 80 scenarios, four of the authors of this paper ranked these sentences according to the quality (i.e., do these scenarios elicit the target emotions?) and the acting complexity of the scenarios (i.e., can an actor provide realistic renditions of the situation?). Table 1 lists the top 15 sentences, which are the target sentences used in the recordings (the five sentences with the lowest scores were not used). Table 2 summarizes the four scenarios used for the target sentence "How can I not?" The actor playing Person A is always the one who utters the target sentence. We include the full list of scenarios for the 20 sentences as a Supplemental Material, which can be found on the Computer Society Digital Library at http://doi.ieeecomputersociety.org/10.1109/TAFFC.2016. 2515617. Notice that the scenarios only describe the context. The actors were free to improvise the scenario using their own language. The only constraint was that they had to utter the target sentence word-for-word. If we noticed overlapped speech during the recording of the target sentences, we asked the actors to repeat the improvisation. After a few minutes of practice, the actors followed the described protocol. They did not note any cognitive load challenge associated with the task.
Collection of the Audiovisual Corpus
The use of skilled actors, as opposed to na€ ıve subjects, increases the authenticity of the portrayed emotions [14] . Therefore, we carefully recruited 12 English speaking students (six males, six females) from the theatre program of The School of Arts and Humanities at The University of Texas at Dallas (UT Dallas). Their ages ranged between 18 and 21 at the time of the data collection (M=19.2, SD=1.1). We recruited many of them by contacting actors from the casts of the main stage productions organized by UT Dallas. We gave a brief description of the database and the scenarios so they were familiar with the task. We recorded six dyadic sessions, by pairing an actor and an actress.
We collected the scenarios for the sentences listed in Table 1 as follows. First, we split the sentences into three groups of five, following the order listed in the table (i.e., we first collected the sentences that were more highly ranked -see Section 3.1). For a given emotion, we recorded the scenarios of sentences within a group of five target sentences. We repeat this process for each of the four target emotions. After the completion of a group of five sentences, we moved onto the next group of five sentences. This protocol prevents the actors from playing similar improvisations for a target sentence across emotions. This approach also balances the tradeoff between jumping too often between emotions, increasing the actor's cognitive load, and having repetitive behaviors by sequentially recording many scenarios associated with the same emotion. One actor played the role of Person A, the one uttering the target sentence, while the other played the role of Person B, the one supporting the improvisation (see Table 2 ). After recording the scenarios for the first 10 sentences, the actors switched roles and Your friend looks tired and doesn't seem to want to go to class. You don't think it is a big deal to skip the class.
Happiness
Person A: You just got a phone call and were told that you were hired for the job that you really wanted. Your friend asks you if you are going to accept. You reply "How can I not?" Person B: Your friend just got the job that he/she wanted. You ask him/her about the job and if he/she is going to take it.
Sadness
Person A: You are failing your classes in college, and realize that you will probably have to drop out and return home. Your friend is trying to calm you down and tells you that you don't have to go home. You reply "How can I not?" Person B: You are consoling your friend by telling him/her that he/she can pass the class, so he/she won't have to go back home.
Neutral
Person A: You are out shopping with your friend and head to checkout. Your friend reminds you of the coupon you brought and asks you if you are going to use it. You reply "How can I not?" Person B: You remind your friend about the coupon he/she brought. You are curious if he/she is going to use it this time.
Scenarios for other sentences are given as a Supplemental Material, available online.
we collected these scenarios again. With this approach, we have recordings of the target sentences from the 12 actors. In four of the six dyadic sessions, we had enough time to record the scenarios for five extra sentences for both actors (i.e., four sessions with 15 target sentences, two sessions with 10 target sentences). The duration of the recordings was three hours including breaks, as defined in our institutional review board (IRB). The MSP-IMPROV database was collected in a 13ft Â 13ft ASHA certified single-walled sound booth (Fig. 1a) . The actors sat two meters apart facing each other. The distance was needed to simultaneously record both actors. Two high resolution digital cameras were placed facing each actor to capture their faces (Figs. 1c and 1d ). The resolution of the videos was set at 1,440 Â 1,080 pixels at 29.97 frames per second. We used two chroma-key green screens behind the actors, which allowed us to achieve a uniform background. We used two professional LED light panels, which were placed behind the actors to provide uniform illumination. The audio was recorded with two collar microphones, one for each actor (48 kHz and 32-bit PCM). The audio was simultaneously recorded using the PC audio interface Tascam US-1641 (Fig. 1b) . We used a clapboard to synchronize the cameras with the audio channels. The description of the scenarios were displayed in a monitor screen on one side of the room (Fig. 1b) . A buzzer ring is generated and separately recorded between scenarios to facilitate the segmentation of the corpus.
Post-Processing of the Corpus
The corpus was manually segmented into dialog turns by one of the authors of this paper. We define a dialog turn as an uninterrupted utterance or a sentence, whichever is shorter. When possible, we extended the boundaries to include small silence segments at the beginning and ending of the turn. This approach allows us to explore anticipatory facial gestures that are not apparent in the speech signal. The corpus has four main datasets:
Target -improvised. We collected 652 target sentences which can be used to generate thousands of emotionally congruent and conflicting audiovisual stimuli [6] . We refer to these sentences as Target -improvised. The word "Target" refers to the fact that the lexical content of the sentences is fixed (i.e., one of the sentences in Table 1 ). The word "improvised" refers to the fact that the sentences were recorded during the improvisation of the corresponding scenarios.
Other -improvised. We are interested in all the actors' turns during the improvisation sessions, not just the target sentences. We collected 4,381 of these turns, which we refer to as Other -improvised. Natural interaction. We followed the continuous recording approach used by McKeown et al. [50] consisting of recording natural interaction during the breaks (i.e., while the subjects were not acting). We noticed that spontaneous conversation during breaks conveyed emotions, mostly positive, as the actors discussed the scenarios and reacted to mistakes. This was possible since the cameras and microphones were never stopped, recording the entire sessions including the breaks. We collected 2,785 of these turns, which we refer to as Natural interaction.
Target -read. We asked the actors to come back on a different day to record the target sentences again. This time, we asked them to read the sentences portraying the four target emotions (one actor at a time without context). Eight of the actors agreed to participate in these extra recordings. We collected 620 of these turns, which we refer to as targetread. We use these recordings to compare the proposed elicitation technique to the conventional approach used in previous acted databases.
Overall, the MSP-IMPROV database contains 7,818 nonread turns, including Target -improvised, Other -improvised, and Natural interaction, plus 620 Target -read sentences.
The last columns of Table 3 report the mean duration of the dialog turns. These values only include the duration of the speaking turns and do not include silence at the beginning and ending of the segments. To estimate the duration of the dialog turns, we use a state-of-the-art speech activity detection (SAD) system developed by Sadjadi and Hansen [51] . The average duration of the target sentences (Targetimprovised, and Target -read) is shorter than the duration for the other dialog turns at 1.9 seconds and 3 seconds, respectively. The standard deviation of the utterance length is higher for the non-target sentences (Table 3 ).
EMOTIONAL CONTENT OF THE CORPUS
We annotate the emotional content of the MSP-IMPROV corpus using crowdsourcing. Perceptual evaluations are crucial to characterize the affective content of emotional databases. While early studies conducted perceptual evaluations in laboratory conditions, recently, researchers have explored crowdsourcing services to evaluate the emotional content of databases [6] , [44] , [52] , [53] . We have three main motivations to use crowdsourcing. First, we aim to evaluate the corpus with many evaluators per turn. This is a challenging, resource-demanding task since the corpus has 8,438 turns. Crowdsourcing offers the opportunity to recruit evaluators at a fraction of the cost required to conduct the evaluation in the laboratory [54] . For example, the CREMA-D database was evaluated by ten annotators per sentence using crowdsourcing [44] , which is more than the common number of raters used in other corpora [39] . More evaluations provide better characterization of the perceived emotions. Second, using crowdsourcing significantly reduces the time required for the evaluation [54] . This is important since we collected over 50,000 evaluations. Third, crowdsourcing gives access to a diverse pool of subjects, who would be difficult to reach with other conventional settings [55] .
The evaluators were recruited from the United States and were paid between 4 and 8 cents per video. The evaluators could annotate multiple videos out of context from the four datasets, but could not evaluate a particular video more than once. This choice was made to reduce the effect of context. Contextual information affects perceptual judgment of the evaluators. Cauldwell [56] demonstrated important differences in emotional perceptions between evaluations conducted in sequential and random order, showing that knowledge from previous speaking turns influenced the judgment of the evaluators. Since our aim is to understand acoustic and facial cues that we use to decode emotional behaviors, contextual information introduces an extra dimension that is not easy to control. After briefly describing the emotional annotation process (Section 4.1), this section analyzes the emotional content of the recordings in detail (Section 4.2).
Perceptual Evaluation Using Crowdsourcing
We evaluate the emotional content of the corpus using crowdsourcing (Amazon Mechanical Turk). Monitoring the consistency and quality of annotations provided by crowdsourcing is crucial to collect useful data. Perceptual evaluations to annotate emotional corpora are usually long and tedious. An evaluator may tire and provide unreliable labels. To address this problem, we design an elegant approach to identify in real time the performance of the evaluators. We describe the details of the novel annotation approach in the study of Burmania et al. [19] . Here, we summarize the most important aspects of the approach.
First, we annotate the emotional content of a reference set, which is used to track the performance of the evaluators. We use the Target -improvised sentences to create this reference set (652 sentences). Then, we combine utterances whose labels are unknown (7,786 turns) with sentences from the reference set (e.g., sequences with five sentences from the reference set followed by 20 sentences from the data to be evaluated). We measure whether the inter-evaluator agreement increases or decreases when the assessments of the evaluator are added (categorical emotions). The quality assessment is implemented using only the reference set, where each sentence was previously annotated by other evaluators. By checking the performance over the reference set, we aim to identify unreliable/tired evaluators. The scheme stops the evaluation when the inter-evaluator agreement, measured over the reference set, decreases due to poor performance of the rater, or when his/her consistency drops over time. This process is implemented at different checkpoints during the evaluation. As a result, we increase the inter-evaluator agreement in the data to be evaluated. By measuring changes in inter-evaluator agreement, and not the actual values of the inter-evaluator agreement, we take into consideration that certain sentences are harder to evaluate than others.
The approach significantly improves the inter-evaluator agreement, achieving a Fleiss' Kappa statistic of k=0.487 for a five class emotion problem (happy, angry, sad, neutral and other). The inter-evaluator agreement is consistent across datasets ( Target -improvised k=0.497; Target -read k=0.479; Other -improvised k=0.458; Natural interaction k=0.487). Without the online quality assessment approach, the inter evaluator agreement is only k=0.4 [19] . The agreement for the corpus (k=0.487) is similar, or even higher, than the agreement levels reported in controlled perceptual evaluations of spontaneous recordings for similar tasks [12] , [14] , [57] , [58] . The improvement in inter-evaluator agreement justifies the longer time required to collect the evaluations (evaluators in crowdsourcing prefer to complete shorter rather than longer evaluations, even if the payment per video is higher), and the overhead associated with the evaluation (extra evaluations of the videos in the reference set).
Notice that we do not have to throw away annotations (and resources) to improve the agreement. Instead, we just stop the survey when the evaluator is viewed as unreliable. This is a key difference between our method and post-processing frameworks where all the data is collected and then unreliable evaluators are not considered (wasting resources used to pay these evaluations that are discarded). We use Targetimprovised sentences as the reference set in the evaluation, since these sentences are emotionally annotated by more evaluators, due to the overhead associated with the annotation process. Sentences for this dataset, which is the most relevant set for our emotional human perception study, are evaluated by 28.2 evaluators on average. The emotional content of the Other -improvised, Natural interaction, and Target -read sentences are annotated by at least five evaluators. The perceptual evaluation tasks were identical across datasets, so the emotional labels can be directly compared. Figs. 2 and 3 describe the surveys used to annotate the emotional content of the corpus, which appear as a single questionnaire. We present the video to the evaluators so they can annotate the emotions after perceiving cues from speech and facial expressions. First, we ask the evaluators to assess the emotional content in terms of five classes: happy, angry, sad, neutral and other (see Fig. 2 ). The evaluator has to choose one of these labels. We expect ambiguous expressive behaviors with mixed emotions, since the corpus has spontaneous interactions [12] , [59] . Therefore, after selecting the primary emotion class, we ask the evaluators to select all the emotional classes perceived in the video. We expand the emotional categories including the remaining three basic emotions (surprise, fear, and disgust). We augment this list with emotional states that have been commonly used in other studies such as frustrated, depressed, and excited. We also include the category "other" in case none of these emotions characterize the expressive behaviors. In contrast to the primary emotional category, the evaluators can select all the relevant emotional categories perceived in the clip. This approach is inspired by the work of Vidrascu and Devillers [60] . In their work, they asked the evaluators to annotate secondary emotions, in addition to primary emotions, referred to as "minor".
The second part of the survey includes an emotional annotation using a five-point Likert-like scale in terms of the following attributes: valence (1-negative versus 5-positive), activation (1-excited versus 5-calm), and dominance (1-weak versus 5-strong). These emotional primitives provide complementary information, allowing us to explore the emotional spectrum associated with each primary categorical emotion (e.g., different degree of happiness). These emotional attributes are annotated with self-assessment manikins (SAMs) [61] (see Fig. 3 ). These "manikins" simplify the understanding of the meaning of the attributes, improving the reliability of the perceptual task [62] . Finally, we ask the evaluators to annotate the perceived naturalness of the video using a five-point Likert-like scale (1-very acted, 5-very natural). We use these labels to evaluate the benefits of the proposed elicitation technique.
Emotional Content Analysis
This section analyzes the emotional content of the corpus for each of the sets (Target -improvised, Target -read, Otherimprovised, and Natural interaction). Table 4 reports the number of sentences assigned to each of the four primary emotional classes (anger, sadness, happiness, and neutrality). The classes are assigned using majority vote. The column WA (i.e., without agreement) lists the number of sentences in which their evaluations did not reach agreement under this criterion. For Targetimprovised and Target -read, the number of sentences are similarly distributed among the four emotional classes. The emotion distribution for Natural interaction sentences is unbalanced. The interaction of the actors during the breaks was mostly positive or neutral given their colloquial conversation. The actors relaxed and engaged in natural, friendly interactions. Given the number of evaluations per video, sentences without agreement include only 6.6 percent of the corpus, a relatively small proportion compared with other databases. We evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed elicitation technique by studying the confusion matrix of the target sentences. Table 5 reports the results which show that in 73.3 percent of the cases, the intended emotional class was actually perceived by the evaluators. The most challenging class to elicit is sadness, which is often confused with neutral speech. Notice that similar confusion trends have been reported in previous studies [63] . We also observe that some sentences that were intended to be angry were perceived as neutral. We compare these results with the confusion matrix for the read sentences. The lexical content of these sentences is identical to that of the target sentences. The only difference is the elicitation approach. Table 5 reports the results which show that the perceived emotion of 69.4 percent of the sentences matches the intended emotion. We compare the confusion matrices associated with the read and improvised data using the difference of proportions test between the two populations (one-tailed). The test does not reject the null hypothesis that the proportions are equal (p-value ¼ 0.0618, z-value ¼ 1.6449). From the confusion matrices, we estimated the Wagner's unbiased hit rate for each emotional class [64] . The metric compensates for the bias introduced when the number of samples across classes differs. Table 6 shows the results. While we observe differences for each emotion, the average values for Targetimprovised and Target -read are similar suggesting that the proposed approach does not negatively affect our ability to elicit the target emotion, as compared to read renditions. Providing context helps the actors to effectively elicit the target emotion. As a reference, Yildirim et al. [63] reported 68.3 percent agreement between intended and perceived emotions in controlled perceptual evaluations (instead of crowdsourcing) over acted read sentences.
For a given turn, we derive consensus labels for valence, activation, dominance, and naturalness by averaging the corresponding scores assigned by different evaluators. Fig. 4 shows the distribution, mean, and standard deviation for the emotional attributes valence, activation, and dominance. The figure gives the statistics for the Target -improvised, Target -read, Other -improvised and Natural interaction. The sentences for Target -improvised and Other -improvised present similar means across valence, activation and dominance. As expected, the valence values for Natural interaction are mostly positive given the colloquial discussion during the breaks. Fig. 4 shows that the distribution of the corpus includes samples over the entire valence, activation and dominance space. Fig. 4 shows the results for naturalness perception (1-very acted, 5-very natural). Across the MSP-IMPROV corpus, 78.8 percent of the turns have average naturalness scores above 3. These percentages vary across datasets: Target -improvised 79.0 percent; Target -read 57.6 percent; Other -improvised 76.7 percent; and, Natural interaction 86.8 percent. While most of the samples from the Target -improvised sentences have average naturalness scores above 3, only 57.6 percent of the Target -read sentences satisfy this condition. We use a one-way ANOVA to assess differences in naturalness scores across datasets. The results reveal significant differences, ½Fð3; 8;432Þ ¼ 398:27; p < 10 À8 ]. We compute pair-wise comparisons of the means between datasets using one-tailed large-sample population mean test (standard normal z-test statistics), asserting significance when p < 0:01. The difference in the average of the naturalness scores across datasets are all statistically significant. Recording the target sentences with the proposed elicitation process increases the naturalness perception from 3.09 (Targetread) to 3.33 (Target -improvised) (p ¼ 7:25 Ã 10 À17 ). Hence, we achieve recordings of sentences with fixed lexical content that are perceived as more natural than read renditions. The Other -improvised sentences are perceived as more natural than the Target -improvised sentences (3.56 versus 3.33) (p ¼ 7:59 Ã 10 À38 ). The Natural interaction turns are perceived with the highest scores (i.e., more natural), as expected (p < 10 À100 in all comparisons). Expressive behaviors during spontaneous interactions convey a mixture of emotions [59] . Even when one sentence is labeled as "happiness", for example, we expect to observe other secondary emotional traits such as excitement or surprise. We can study this aspect with the annotations of secondary emotions. The means (standard deviations in parentheses) of the number of secondary emotions selected by the evaluators are 0.78 (0.87) for Target -improvised; 0.84 (0.97) for Target -read; 0.82 (0.86) for Other -improvised; and 0.54 (0.73) for Natural interaction. The emotional annotation protocol used in this corpus allows us to study the emotion spectrum associated with each of the primary emotions. To address this question, we group all the individual evaluations into five groups according to the emotional label of the primary emotional class (anger, sadness, happiness, neutral and other). For each group, we estimate the distribution of the secondary emotions included in these annotations. Notice that the evaluators were requested to label all the perceived emotions including the primary emotional classes. However, this analysis only considers secondary emotions different from the primary emotions. Fig. 5 shows the results. From the evaluations in which the primary emotion was "anger", Fig. 5a shows that evaluators also perceived traits of frustration (46 percent) and disgust (21 percent). Fig. 5d shows the close relationship between sadness and depressed behaviors. The primary class "other" represents expressive behaviors that are not well characterized by anger, sadness, happiness or neutral state. Fig. 5e shows that these samples are better described by frustration (18 percent), surprise (15 percent), excitement (10 percent) and disgust (8 percent). Interestingly, 25 percent of these turns convey emotional behaviors that are not well represented by the extended set of secondary emotions. Common emotional labels provided by the evaluators are annoyed, concerned, confused, disappointed, and worried (not shown in Fig. 5 ). These emotional labels are candidate classes that may be included in future emotional perceptual evaluations (the supplemental material, available online, gives a list with the most common terms suggested by evaluators). While the analysis considers the entire MSP-IMPROV, it is interesting that the general trends in Fig. 5 are consistent across datasets (Target -improvised, Other Improvised, Target -read, and Natural Interaction). A detailed analysis on the relationship between secondary and primary emotions per dataset is presented as supplemental material, available online.
EVALUATION OF EMOTION RECOGNITION
While the MSP-IMPROV database was collected for studying human emotion perception, the corpus can play an important role in emotion recognition. This section provides overall performance scores for speech and facial emotion recognition (Section 5.1). We also explore the performance of emotion recognition systems in terms of inter-evaluator agreement (Section 5.2), and naturalness (Section 5.3).
The primary emotional classes annotated in the perceptual evaluation (with the exception of "other") are used as ground truth for the experiments. We define the consensus labels using the majority vote rule, where sentences without agreement are not considered for the evaluations (555 sentences representing 6.6 percent of the corpus -see Table 4 ). All the classification evaluations consist of four-class problems (anger, sadness, happiness and neutrality), implemented with support vector machine (SVM) with sequential minimal optimization (SMO). We use radial basis function (RBF) kernel, setting the soft margin parameter c equal to 1 across evaluations. We use the WEKA toolkit for the evaluation. We implement the classification experiments with leave-one-speaker-out (LOSO) 12-fold cross-validation. For each fold, the samples of one of the 12 subjects are used for testing, and the sentences from the remaining 11 subjects are used for training the classifiers.
We estimate acoustic features with OpenSmile [65] . We consider the set provided for the 2009 Interspeech Emotion Challenge [66] . The set includes a set of 384 prosodic, spectral and voice quality features estimated at the sentence level (see [66] for a detailed description of the features). We use this set since it has been commonly used in related studies. Unlike the feature sets proposed for latter editions of the Interspeech challenges (e.g., over 4,000 features), the feature dimension is significantly lower, so we do not need to use feature selection. Therefore, the results can be easily replicated by other groups.
For emotion recognition with facial features, we follow the approach used in our previous studies [67] , [68] . We estimated 20 action units (AUs) and the three head pose angles using the computer expression recognition toolbox (CERT) [69] (AUs: 1-2, 4-7, 9-10, 12, 14-15, 17-18, 20, 23-26, 28, 45; head pose: yaw, pitch, and roll). While CERT is robust to reasonable degree of head rotation, 16 turns were discarded since CERT was not able to track the face. For each dialog turn, we estimate seven global statistics across AUs and head pose angles (minimum, maximum, standard deviation, mean, median, lower quartile and upper quartile). This approach generates a 161-dimensional feature vector, which is used for classification.
We measure the performance of the classifiers in terms of accuracy. Since the data is not emotionally balanced, we also report performance with average precision, P , and average recall, R (i.e., we estimate the precision and recall rate for each of the four classes and we estimate their average values). From these metrics, we compute the F-score defined in equation (1)
We evaluate the classification results using pairwise comparisons using the large-sample test of population proportion, asserting significance if p < 0:05.
General Performance
We implement emotion recognition experiments using all the sentences from the MSP-IMPROV corpus (first and sixth rows of Table 7 ). The classifiers have accuracies of 54.4 percent for acoustic features, and 65.4 percent for facial features over the four classes. The corresponding F-scores are 44.0 and 54.5 percent, respectively. In general, the classifiers trained with facial features provide better performance than the ones trained with acoustic features. The low classification performance is consistent with the values achieved in other acted spontaneous databases such as the IEMOCAP corpus [70] . We also implement emotion recognition experiments over each of the four types of sentences in the database (Target -improvised, Target -read, Other -improvised, and Natural interaction). The results show that the classifier trained with the Target -improvised sentences has the best F-scores for acoustic features. For facial features, the classifier trained with Target -read sentences achieves the best F-scores. For Natural interaction, the accuracy is higher than [%]
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[%] the accuracy on other portions of the data (both acoustic and facial features). However, this dataset provides the lowest F-scores. These results are due to unbalanced emotional classes, where there are very few sentences for anger (we do not use over-sampling or under-sampling for training and testing the classifiers).
Performance and Inter-Evaluator Agreement
The large size of the corpus provides an opportunity to evaluate the performance as function of the inter-evaluator agreement. Instead of using majority vote to consolidate the emotional labels, we define three criteria to re-label the emotional class of the sentences. The three criteria require that at least 60, 80, or 100 percent of the evaluators agree on a given emotional class, respectively. Notice that sentences that satisfy the more restrictive thresholds (e.g., 100 percent) also satisfy the weaker thresholds (e.g., 60 percent). Table 8 gives the number of files that we consider for each criterion. The classifiers are trained and tested with these sentences using acoustic or facial features, using the same approach described before (SVM classifiers, 12 fold LOSO cross-validation) Table 8 shows the results. We observe consistent results for classifiers trained with acoustic and facial features. As expected, the classification performance improves as the inter-agreement increases. When we consider sentences with perfect agreement (2,372 sentences), the accuracy and F-score for speech-based classifiers are 60.7 and 49.1 percent, respectively. For face-based classifiers, the the accuracy and F-score are 75.5 and 61.4 percent, respectively. These values are between 5 and 8 percent better than the performance achieved when we use the 60 percent agreement criterion (first row of Table 8 ), or majority vote (first row of Table 7 ). In these cases, the differences are significantly different. Sentences with ambiguous emotional content are excluded from the classification evaluation when we use the 100 percent agreement criterion. Therefore, the classification performance increases.
Performance and Naturalness
Finally, we evaluate the classification performance in terms of the naturalness score provided to the samples (i.e., multiclass recognition of anger, happiness, sadness and neutrality). The labels are assigned based on majority vote. We consider four conditions. The first condition includes only the sentences in which the average naturalness score is more than 4 (t ð1Þ ! 4). This set corresponds to the most natural sentences perceived by the evaluators (1-very acted, 5-very natural). For the second, third, and fourth conditions, we use less restricted thresholds set to t ð2Þ ! 3, t ð3Þ ! 2, and t ð4Þ ! 1, respectively. Notice that the last threshold includes all the sentences (i.e., first row of Table 7 ). Table 9 reports the number of sentences for each of these conditions. Notice that 6,651 samples (78.8 percent of corpus) have an average naturalness score greater than 3, revealing that the elicitation technique effectively produced naturalistic behaviors. Table 9 shows the classification performance in terms of their naturalness scores for acoustic and facial features. There are not significant differences in the classification accuracies for t ð3Þ and t ð4Þ . Contrary to what we may expect, the differences in the perceived naturalness of these samples do not affect the performance of the classifiers. For t ð1Þ , the accuracies are significantly higher than the accuracies for t ð3Þ and t ð4Þ . However, the F-score is lower. Since 53.7 percent of the samples from t ð1Þ correspond to Natural interaction, these classification results present similar trends to the performance of the Natural interaction dataset (higher accuracy, lower F-score -see last row in Table 7 ).
CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
This study introduced the MSP-IMPROV corpus, a multimodal emotional database comprised of spontaneous dyadic interactions, designed to study audiovisual perception of expressive behaviors. The corpus relied on a novel elicitation scheme, where two actors improvise scenarios that lead one of them to utter target sentences. The context of the emotion-specific scenarios evokes emotional reactions driven by the spontaneous interaction that are perceived as more natural than the read renditions. With this elicitation approach, we recorded spontaneous sentences with the same lexical content, conveying different emotions. These stimuli are ideal for the study of the integration of audio and video cues in emotion perception. In addition to the target sentences, the corpus includes all the turns during the improvisation, and the natural interactions between the actors during the breaks. The Natural interaction turns have many sentences with positive valence, given the friendly interaction between the actors. Very few of these sentences are labeled as anger. For other portions of the corpus (i.e., Target -improvised, and Target -read), the corpus provides a large number of sentences for each of the primary emotions. The classifiers are trained and tested with sentences in which 60, 80 or 100 percent of the evaluators agreed on one emotional class. The classifiers are trained and tested with sentences in which their average natural scores were less than a threshold.
Overall, the corpus consists of 8,438 turns (over 9 hours) of emotional sentences. The emotional labels for the corpus were collected through crowd-sourced perceptual evaluations. For the Target -improvised dataset, the analysis of the emotional content revealed that the proposed elicitation technique was effective in eliciting the target emotion in 73.3 percent of the cases. The approach is as effective as the approach where actors read sentences portraying target emotions. More importantly, the perceived naturalness for 79 percent of the Target -improvised sentences was over 3 (1-very acted, 5-very natural), where only 57.6 percent of the Target -read sentences satisfied this condition. These results confirm that using context plays an important role in eliciting spontaneous renditions of target emotions. The study uses majority voting to merge the assessments of multiple evaluators. Given the size of the corpus and the number of evaluators per speaking turn, this corpus provides a perfect resource to explore more sophisticated methods to fuse multiple assessments, deriving robust emotional labels [71] .
We are currently working on creating the congruent and incongruent audiovisual emotional stimuli for our perceptual evaluation [6] . By studying the emotional perception of these stimuli, we expect to identify primary cues that are important to infer emotions. These studies will provide evidence for the mechanisms underlying audiovisual emotion perception. The studies will also provide insight about machine learning solutions for affective computing.
The features of this multimodal corpus make this database a valuable resource for studies on emotion recognition. The annotation of attribute-based descriptors and primary and secondary emotional categories provides an opportunity to understand the relationship between emotional categories and dimensional attributes (activation, valence and dominance scores). Studies following this direction can lead to practical solutions to address ambiguous emotional behaviors [59] (i.e., creating emotional profiles instead of forcing the system to make a hard decision on emotional behaviors [72] ).
Given the potential of this corpus in the field of affective computing, the MSP-IMPROV corpus will be released to the research community through our website (http://ecs. utdallas.edu/research/researchlabs/msp-lab/MSPImprov.html). " For more information on this or any other computing topic, please visit our Digital Library at www.computer.org/publications/dlib.
